Motorhome Suspensions

THE IFS FAMILY OF FOUR

14.6K, 16.6K, 18K and 20K capacities

A full family of independent front suspensions has just arrived. Designed to provide better performance and ease of use, the IFS Family of Four delivers peace of mind as well as a superior ride.

Features

• 60° wheel cut allows for a tight turning radius and better maneuverability. Available with most tires up to 385R
• Independent camber and caster adjustments for less hassle, and easy of maintenance
• 80% of the parts are shared throughout the IFS family making maintenance easier and less costly
• Shocks are at a one-to-one ratio for a more comfortable ride
• Better damping resulting in improved tire performance

Applications

• Class A diesel pusher motorhomes

• A low unsprung mass resulting in low natural frequency and an overall better ride
• A lighter weight cradle reduces fuel costs
• Better cornering geometry
• Better roll stability
• Independent and fully adjustable camber, caster and toe
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THE IFS FAMILY OF FOUR

60° wheel cut allows for a tight turning radius and better maneuverability.

Independent camber and caster adjustments for less hassle, and ease of maintenance

80% of the parts are shared throughout the IFS family making maintenance easier and less costly

Shocks are at a one-to-one ratio for a more comfortable ride

Better damping gives improved tire performance

Specifications

Standard
- 6.066' height
- 34.25” frame width
- 80B 22X Bendix disk brakes
- FF wheel end components on 14.6K
- FL wheel end components on 16.6K, 18K, and 20K

Optional
- Single and dual height controls
- Sway bar
- Rack and pinion steering

Available for Class A diesel pusher motorhomes

The Reyco Granning Promise

For nearly 100 years, the Reyco Granning name has been associated with proven product quality, value, and availability. This focus on QVA has helped fleet owners keep their trucks and trailers running more efficiently and more profitably, mile after mile.

QVA

Quality: Providing worry-free reliability
Value: Exceeding customer expectations
Availability: Delivering on our promise, on time, every time

Reyco Granning is a brand name of Tuthill Transport Technologies, part of Tuthill Corporation, a privately owned international manufacturing company with more than 3,000 employees and facilities on five continents.

1-800-753-0050
www.reycogranning.com
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